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DEG CHAIR’S MESSAGE

S

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Fiscal Year 2018-19
CHAIR
Matt Strauss
Comcast

ince its inception more
than two decades ago,
DEG’s mission has
been steadfast: to advocate
and promote entertainment
platforms and products that
support film, television, consumer electronics and related
industries. DEG was formed
to support the industrywide
launch of DVD and from that
foundation today continues
to support its members in
guiding consumers to the leading edge of
entertainment technology.
Most recently, that has included support
for 4K Ultra HD content and devices (see
coverage of the 4K UHD Summit on page
12 and the holiday social media campaign
for 4K UHD Blu-ray on page 36), and the
development of standards and sharing of
best practices for the consumer-friendly
delivery of digital rentals and purchases (see
TechOps committee coverage, page 38).
In 2019, DEG will extend its market-building expertise to the rapidly-growing Direct-to-Consumer (DTC) market, which will
see several new services from major media
companies join a plethora of existing large
and small services in the coming year. DEG
is currently recruiting members for six committees that will set objectives and agendas
in areas intended to provide a framework
for the digital delivery of content directly to
consumers.
The growing diversity of DEG’s Board of
Directors dovetails with these expanded
areas of advocacy, and it is a pleasure for
me to serve with leaders from different
sectors of the digital media industry. This

includes new Directors for 2019
Jim Wuthrich of Warner Bros.
Worldwide Home Entertainment & Games, Rick Hack of
Intel, Sergei Kuharsky of BBC
Studios, and Andrea Downing
of PBS Distribution.
The Board in 2018 also
created a new class of Board
representative, Special Board
Advisor. Up to two Special
Advisors may be appointed
each term to sit concurrent with the Board
of Directors to provide additional input and
advice but will not have voting rights. I’m
happy to welcome Robin Tarufelli of Deloitte
in this role.
A special thanks to those who have
stepped into officer positions this year,
including Vice Chair Sofia Chang of HBO,
CFO Bob Buchi of Paramount, Secretary
Jim Wuthrich of Warner Bros., and especially DEG’s former Chair, Mike Dunn of 20th
Century Fox, who was appointed to remain on
the Board as Ex-Officio in recognition of his
tenure and significant contributions.
As was the case when DEG was formed,
there are very exciting opportunities ahead
of us as an industry and I’m confident DEG
has the leadership team, the resources and
the experience to make the most of them.
Thank you to each and every member for
your contributions to and support of these
endeavors. n
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DEG PRESIDENT’S DESK

DEG Expands Market-Building Experience
for Direct-to-Consumer

I

It has been DEG’s mission to advocate
and promote digital entertainment platforms in times of great growth and, perhaps more importantly, in more flat years
as well, as attention to the introduction of
new products and
platforms can play
an important role in
getting industries
back on track to
expansion.
I’m happy to
share that 2018 was
a year of healthy
growth. U.S. consumer spending on
physical and digital home entertainment
grew 11.5 percent in 2018, bringing industry
revenue to a record $23.3 billion, with
robust performance by newer platforms
including 4K UHD (content sales +46
percent in Q4, +70 percent for the year),
subscription streaming (+30 percent) and
electronic sell-through (+20 percent in Q4,
+14 percent full year). Both 4K UHD and
EST have been supported by DEG for a
number of years.
For 2019, DEG will expand our platform
support for subscription streaming with

the creation of our new Direct-to-Consumer Alliance as a subset of DEG membership. With the DTC Alliance, DEG is
bringing together DTC content companies
and service providers to build a robust and
efficient marketplace for all players, and
to promote the new DTC experience to
consumers.
DEG has a track record of more than
20 years in bringing new media platforms,
including DVD and Blu-ray Disc, to market
and we are very excited to apply this extensive market-building experience to the
DTC arena.
Every major media company and TV
network will launch a Direct-to-Consumer (DTC) streaming service in the next
five years, representing a significant new
chapter in how television and film content
is purchased, accessed and consumed. As
DTC streaming currently is a longtail situation with a few high-reach apps and many
low-reach services, DEG’s DTC Alliance
is designed to support direct-to-consumer
media services of all sizes to tackle difficult challenges and coordinate voluntary
best practices and initiatives; advocate
for the industry by presenting a common

front to the commercial community;
and promote member channels through
campaigns aimed at building awareness
among consumers, as well as through
industry-leading events.
Under the umbrella of the DTC Alliance,
DEG has established six committees to
set objectives and agendas in the following areas: Marketing Nomenclature, Data
Analytics, International Expansion, Rights
Repository, Title Availability Directory and
Uniform Metadata Standards. These are
being populated by DEG members now.
DEG encourages all appropriate companies to participate in setting the DTC
Alliance’s initial objectives as we all work
together to increase digital media’s value
and convenience for consumers.
Lastly, DEG extends a big thanks to
Chair Matt Strauss and the Board for
their support and vision in setting a
forward-looking agenda for the expanding
digital media industry. n

Amy Jo Smith
President & CEO
DEG: The Digital Entertainment Group

2018 DEG Achievement
Award Winners
DEG presented the following honors during
its annual industry reception at CES in Las Vegas.
Emiel N. Petrone Innovation
in Entertainment Technology Award
Dolby Vision, Dolby Laboratories
4K UHD Product Award
Sony MASTER Series A9F OLED TV,
Sony Electronics

Smith with Ron Geller of Dolby.

4K UHD Content Award
2001: A Space Odyssey
4K Ultra HD Blu-ray Disc, Warner Bros.
Home Entertainment
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Sony MASTER Series A9F OLED TV

DEG CANON CLUB

Canon Club Renews Commitment
to Community
New activities include “six cups of coffee” for mentoring,
DTS management training

D

EG in 2019 will renew and expand its commitment to cultivating a vibrant community for women in entertainment and
technology by more closely integrating its Canon Club and
the Hedy Lamarr Awards.
Canon Club since its inception has strived to be a place
where women at all levels and in all sectors of digital media are
welcome to share knowledge and build their business networks.
In 2019 Canon Club will offer new benefits, activities and events
for members, inspired by the Hedy Lamarr Awards’ commitment
to both recognizing and fostering innovation. Through the Canon
Club, DEG will help facilitate networking and career development of women in digital media through avenues including:
“Six Cups of Coffee” – This program will match women
in search of mentors with more senior executives for a cup of
coffee up to six times each year. Mentors will agree to meet once
with each of six individuals; mentees may meet up to six mentors. These meetings can be done in-person or via video chat and
should last for at least 30 minutes. To spread the word, pairings
will be featured in DEG’s daily DEN news blast.
DTS Management Training Program – In a generous sponsorship of Canon Club, DTS will invite a limited number of club
members to participate in its management training program,
with the goal of preparing more women for senior leadership po-

Bill Mechanic, Chairman & CEO of Pandemonium Films, chatted
with Madeline DiNonno, CEO of the Geena Davis Institute for
Gender in Media.

sitions in digital media. DEG will soon provide more information
about how members can apply to be included.
Canon Club also will host regular events throughout the year
to encourage members to get to know and learn from one another. The event schedule, still in development, will begin in the first
quarter with a launch event and culminate in November with the
third annual Hedy Lamarr Awards reception
to coincide with Lamarr’s 105th birthday on
November 9, 2019. Events will include Canon
Club’s traditional speaker-driven meetings, as
well as less structured informal networking
events.
The community created through these
events and activities will also have a home online, with a section of the DEG web site dedicated to networking connections, job postings and
career development ideas (www.degonline.org/
canon-club-women-entertainment-technology).
DEG encourages women at all levels of our
industries to join Canon Club today to take
advantage of these benefits and expand their
business networks at these events throughout
Senior executives gathered for a Canon Club discussion on mentoring and board
the year. To join, or for more information, please
readiness, and a tour of PBS station WNET in New York in September.
contact Bekah Sturm (Bekah@degonline.org). n
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DEG CANON CLUB

HEDY LAMARR AWARD
“HONOR ROLL”

Hedy Lamarr Awards Recognize Innovators
2018 Innovation Award goes to VR Pioneer
Nonny de la Peña

I

nspired by the lesser known, off-screen career
of Austrian-American actress Hedy Lamarr,
the Hedy Lamarr Awards were created to
recognize and inspire pioneering work by the
multi-faceted female leaders in our industry today and the next generation of leaders. The 2018
Hedy Lamarr Awards were presented November 1, 2018 to virtual reality pioneer Nonny de la
Peña, CEO of Emblematic Group, and student
Cassidy Pearsall, of Carnegie Mellon University.
In addition to receiving a financial award
to continue her studies, Pearsall through the
generosity of the Canon Club community was
hosted and met with executives at companies
including Emblematic Group, Google, Paramount, PBS and Universal, as well attending
The Wrap’s Power Women Summit (thanks to

Deloitte) and the Infinity Film Festival (thanks
to Intel).
DEG thanks all those who hosted Pearsall, and for the support of Awards sponsors
Deluxe and Sony Electronics. The third annual
Hedy Lamarr Award will be presented in 2019.
Nomination forms and scholarship applications
are available now on the DEG web site (www.
degonline.org).
Lamarr was a Hollywood legend who is best
known for her roles in many film classics. She
was also a lifelong inventor, however, whose
innovative work included pioneering “frequency
hopping,” which became the foundation for
spread spectrum technology that is used today
for a variety of cellular, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
applications. n

Award for Innovation in
Entertainment Technology
2018
Nonny de la Peña,
CEO, Emblematic Group
2017
Geena Davis,
Founder & Chair,
Geena Davis Institute
on Gender in Media
Achievement Award
for Emerging Leaders in
Entertainment
Technology
2018
Cassidy Pearsall,
Carnegie Mellon University
2017
Johanna Baumann,
University of Michigan

Cassidy Pearsall
gets a souvenir.

Award winners and DEG leaders gathered at the 2018 Hedy Lamarr Award reception hosted by Deluxe and sponsored by Sony Electronics: (L-R) DEG Director
Rick Hack of Intel; Director Mark Young of Fandango; student winner Cassidy
Pearsall; Anthony Loder, son of Hedy Lamarr; Director Andrea Downing of PBS
Distribution; DEG’s Amy Jo Smith; DEG CFO Bob Buchi of Paramount; executive winner Nonny de la Peña of Emblematic Group; Vice Chair Sofia Chang of
HBO; Secretary Jim Wuthrich of Warner Bros.
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Nonny de la Peña
with Ed Ulbrich of
Method Studios,
representing reception host Deluxe.

Christopher Nolan: 4K UHD Is a Tremendous
Opportunity for Filmmakers
Director accepts DEG Vanguard Award for advocacy of the best
home viewing experience
DEG on November 6 presented Academy Award-nominated filmmaker Christopher Nolan with the inaugural DEG
Vanguard Award during the 4K Ultra HD Summit produced by DEG and UHD Alliance at Los Angeles’ Skirball Cultural
Center.The award recognizes Nolan’s place at the forefront of filmmakers using groundbreaking technology to deliver
increased scale and resolution, enhanced color and immersive audio to film audiences both in cinemas and in the home
theater environment. Nolan has been a longtime advocate of the best home viewing experience available to consumers.
In accepting the award from Ron Sanders, Warner Bros.’ President, WorldwideTheatrical Distribution and President,
Warner Bros. Home Entertainment and DEG Ex-Officio, Nolan talked about the impact home viewing has on the way he
shapes the narrative structure of his films and the role new technologies—specifically 4K Ultra HD with HDR—play in
conveying his creative vision to home viewers.
Here is an excerpt of Nolan’s remarks, lightly edited for clarity. Read his full acceptance speech on www.degonline.org.

I

In accepting DEG’s Vanguard Award, Christopher Nolan (with
Warner Bros.’ Ron Sanders) expressed appreciation for 4K UHD’s
ability to display films in the home as creators intended.

don’t think it’s any coincidence that when I first came to Hollywood that my generation of filmmakers, who were starting out
then just as DVD was becoming the dominant format, were
very influenced by our relationship with that new way of looking
at films— with DVD features like chapter selection, and the
random access that format allows you. I don’t think it’s a coincidence that a lot of us at the time, myself included, started exploring various different narrative structures. I think the things
are very related. I think my experience with home video has
always informed my filming both narratively and technically.
When we came to 4KUHD with HDR, one of the things we
did is put the full theatrical sound mixes of the film [on the
home entertainment release], because we found that people’s home theater systems had gotten better and better and
better, to the point where it’s worth really trying to get as close
as possible to the theatrical presentation of the film that we
worked so hard on.
The way we made the video masters — we applied this
thinking later to Kubrick’s masterpiece 2001, which has a very
spectacular 4K —we would just project the material and then
project the video and really try to match it as closely as possible. The added bandwidth with HDR, bit depth and color and
so forth it really puts us in a position where we can get closer
and closer to a theatrical print in the home. It’s really exciting
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“The reason that myself and other filmmakers are starting to
appreciate engagement with television manufacturers is because we
see a tremendous opportunity here to really be able to present our
work in the home in a way that has never been possible before.”

that all that work — an increasing amount of work — carries
through to the home presentation.
Really, since the 1950s, TV and home video used to represent a
translation of our work into the home. But the amazing technical
advances of the last couple of decades — and the last 10 years in
particular —now give us the opportunities to preserve our work
and the work of filmmakers of the past and really try to maintain
the creative intent.
I’m a big fan of the 4K discs because it removes the uncertainties of streaming. I think 4K streaming is going to be very, very
important to all this and I’m very, very impressed by the quality of

it. However, it’s fantastic for the filmmaker to have a physical media that eliminates the variabilities, the compression and so forth.
That’s sort of the gold standard that streaming is going to have to
reach. That’s very reassuring to me as a filmmaker.
The reason that myself and other filmmakers are starting to appreciate engagement with television manufacturers* is because
we see a tremendous opportunity here to really be able to present
our work in the home in a way that has never been possible
before, with standards of excellence and the quality that was
absolutely unthinkable 15 years ago. So, it’s very exciting times for
rapid technical change and incredible changes in format. n

*Calibrating for Creative Intent

Nolan and filmmaker Paul Thomas Anderson reached out, through the UHD Alliance, to TV manufacturers to start a
discussion about a new “reference mode” on 4K UHD TVs that would allow films to be seen as closely as possible to the
director’s original creative intention. At issue is motion smoothing, a default feature on most new TVs that makes sports
look good on screen but can display other content with overly crisp edges, aka the “soap opera effect.” The directors’
goal, shared with Directors Guild of America members in a September email survey from DGA Creative Rights Committee co-chairs Nolan and Jonathan Mostow, is to give directors a greater voice in how technical standards of their work
can be maintained in home viewing. Since then, Mission: Impossible – Fallout director Christopher McQuarrie and
star Tom Cruise have also released a video “PSA” educating consumers about the motion smoothing setting
and how to change it.
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Wider Availability of Physical and
Digital Content Pushes 4K UHD Adoption
into ‘Early Majority’
DEG counts 445 titles available for 4K UHD Blu-ray Disc, 682 for digital

able 4K video streaming and quicker downloading, and the widening assort of content available
to rent and purchase digitally.
On the physical side, Universal Pictures Home
Entertainment President Eddie Cunningham projected, based on major research company data,
that 4K UHD Blu-ray Disc sales would double
in 2018 to more than 11 million units, up from 6
million in 2017, as consumers future proof their
entertainment libraries. DEG data showed unit
sales grew 70 percent for the year.
With about 20% of U.S. homes owning at least one 4K UHD TV, the technology has
Various Summit speakers also addressed
pushed into the “early majority,” according to The NPD Group.
increasing content availability, including Bob Bupeakers onstage at the 4K Ultra HD Summit, produced
chi of Paramount Home Media Distribution, who
November 6 in Los Angeles by DEG and the UHD Allisaid the studio is expanding the number of films from its library
ance, sketched a picture of 4K UHD TV moving beyond
available on 4K UHD with HDR, including all six films in the blockearly adopters and solidly into what market researchers call
buster Mission: Impossible franchise and Frank Capra’s beloved
the “early majority,” as content availability grows quickly.
masterpiece It’s A Wonderful Life, which was released on Digital 4K
About 20 percent of U.S. homes have at least one 4K UHD
in November as the first classic black-and-white film to be released
TV, and well over half of millennials are interested in using
on the format. n
4K Ultra HD TV, John Buffone, The NPD Group’s Executive
Director, Industry Analyst for Connected Intelligence, said at
the Summit.
Consumer Technology Association (CTA) data presented by Senior Director, Innovation and Trends Ben Arnold
predicted that by 2020, 4K UHD will account for 75 percent
of TVs shipped to retail. 4K UHD Blu-ray player demand also
continues to grow and will account for nearly all Blu-ray
players in the market by 2021, according to CTA.
Key to this wider adoption, of course, is expanded availability of 4K UHD content in physical and digital forms. According to DEG’s Year End 2018 Home Entertainment Report,
there were 495 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray Disc titles, and 682 4K
titles available digitally.
In his Summit presentation, NPD’s Buffone sketched
CTA predicts that by 2020, 4K UHD will account for 75 percent of
a path to the mainstream for 4K streaming, based on the
TVs shipped to retail.
growth of fast, reliable broadband and mesh routers that en-

S
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SCENES FROM THE SUMMIT

1

2

1. Discussing what consumers want
from 4K UHD: (L. to R.) Fandango’s
Mark Young, Sony Pictures’ Jeremy
Glassman; Google’s Bill Kotzman and
Lionsgate’s Amanda Kozlowski.

3
4

2. Keynoter Jonathan Smith, a BBC
Natural History Producer, awed with
behind the scenes footage of ‘Blue
Planet II.’
3. Tim Alessi of LG (with mic) speaks
about hardware marketing at retail
with Vizio’s Craig Cahill (L.), Samsung’s Grace Dolan and CTA’s Ben
Arnold.

7
6

7

4. Sergei Kuharsky told of BBC’s
commitment to 4K releases.

0.51

5

5. Victor Matsuda (R.), of Sony Corp. and BDA led a
session on mastering for Ultra HD Blu-ray, with Bill
Baggelaar of Sony Pictures.

6. Bob Buchi of Paramount opened by sharing the studio’s plans to release more films in 4K UHD, including
‘It’s A Wonderful Life.’
7. Universal’s Eddie Cunningham on the importance of
creating momentum at retail.

8

8. Ben Lyons (R.) chatted with UHDA’s Michael Zink (L.)
and Mike Fidler about UHDA’s creative intent initiatives.
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DEG GLOBAL

DEG Follows Opportunity in
New Global Markets
Nordics, China, Hong Kong are
areas of expansion

D

EG continues to expand its global footprint, in 2018 adding a
third sibling organization, DEG Nordic, to DEG Europe and
DEG Japan. The creation of the Nordic group came as DEG
serves a high level of collaboration with digital media companies
in Europe and strengthens ties in Asian markets
outside Japan, including
China and Hong Kong.
The DEG Nordic Committee will be a hub for
projects designed to drive
consumer engagement
with digital transactions
in a region that boasts advanced digital infrastrucDEG’s Amy Jo Smith at the GCPC
ture. DEG Europe (DEGE)
conference in Beijing.
will provide support and
a framework for project
development, including the creation of a local digital sales tracker
an education-based campaign to promote digital consumption of
entertainment titles to consumers. DEGE will serve as the secretariat to the Nordic Committee.

Warner Bros.’ Jay Reinbold, Chair of DEG’s Digital Data Tracking and
Market Research Committees shares insights with colleagues at the
2018 European Road Show.

A delegation of Chinese digital media executives visited 20th Century
Fox, where they were treated to a tour of the Modern Family stage and a
presentation by Mike Dunn (at whiteboard), President, Product Strategy
and Consumer Business Development, and Ex-Officio of DEG.
Peter Paumgardhen, Managing Director of Twentieth Century
Fox Home Entertainment Scandinavia chairs the DEG Nordic
Committee and holds a seat on the DEGE board. “My colleagues
and I have been watching with interest as DEGE has increasingly
and proactively driven the conversation around championing the
home entertainment category. Through the delivery of actionable
insight, and by ensuring a clarity of collaboration and communication across a range of issues, the organization has added clear
value and so it was a very easy decision to work with the DEGE
Board,” Paumgardhen said.
For the second consecutive year, DEG leaders from the U.S.,
including President & CEO Amy Jo Smith and Committee Chairs
Nadia Balamash-Haney and Willie Gillespie of NBCUniversal, and
Jay Reinbold of Warner Bros., in late January will travel to three
cities in Europe on a “European Road Show” to share key industry findings and initiatives from the U.S. The sessions in Paris,
Hamburg and London will offer a discussion of consumer trends,
market shifts and marketing activities, and encourage networking and open dialog with U.S. and European colleagues in digital
media. A second-day session in London will include a detailed
overview of DEG’s Technology & Operations Committee activities.
In Asia, DEG Japan is an active organization that will in February present its 11th annual Japan Blu-ray Awards for the best
titles of 2018. DEG’s Smith will travel to Japan for the Awards and
a knowledge exchange session with the members of DEG Japan.
DEG also is ramping up support of digital media companies in
China and Hong Kong in an effort to further business opportunities in these markets and with Chinese companies. Such activities include hosting a delegation of Chinese executives who traveled to Los Angeles in the fall to attend DEG’s Fall Membership
Meeting and meet with DEG member companies. DEG also will
support the Hong Kong Trade & Development Council in its Hong
Kong International Film & TV Market (FILMART) in March. n
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DEG MEETINGS

DEG Meetings Tackle Timely Topics

D

EG takes pride in producing meetings
that enable members to learn about
new platforms and technologies,
services and business opportunities, often
directly from the people involved in bringing
them to market. This is most often done at
twice yearly Membership Meetings, and in

digital media, subscription growth, innovation, opportunity, culture and delivering on the
promise of the HBO brand. He was followed
by MoviePass CEO Mitch Lowe, a veteran of
both Redbox and Netflix, who discussed with
analyst Michael Nathanson his view of the
impact and future of subscription models in

HBO’s Richard Plepler shares his view from the CEO suite.
DEG’s NextUP series of emerging technology forums. Both types of meeting draw
enthusiastic attendance from a wide variety
of members.
2018’s Spring Membership Meeting,
hosted by HBO at its New York headquarters, focused on subscription models, with
keynote speaker Richard Plepler, HBO
Chairman & CEO, sharing a wide view of

entertainment.
“Creative Collaboration with China” was
the theme of DEG’s Fall Membership Meeting, hosted in Los Angeles by Cinedigm and
the Hong Kong Trade Development Council
and attended by a delegation of Chinese
entertainment executives. Highlights included the reveal of Cinedigm’s new streaming
service Bambu, which will bring Chinese

content to U.S. audiences; a keynote chat
in which Cinedigm CEO Chris McGurk and
Pandemonium Films CEO Bill Mechanic discussed doing business in and with China;
and a panel in which U.S. and Chinese programmers and distributors discussed distribution trends and consumption patterns in
both markets.
NextUP forums
talk tech
Launched in 2017, the
NextUP series of member education forums
was developed so that
members can hear from
forward-looking companies providing insight
into new technologies
and products that could
help define how consumers will enjoy
entertainment content in the future.
At DEG’s 2018 NextUP: Alternate Realities in Home Entertainment | VR, MR,
AR, author and Forbes contributor Charlie
Fink delivered a keynote that set the stage
for presentations on Content Monetization,
Hardware & Devices, Distribution and Venture Capital.

Upcoming Meetings
Spring Membership Meeting
May 8, 2019
@ Dolby Laboratories,
San Francisco
Hosted by Dolby, this meeting will look ahead
to the industry in “2024.”
NextUP: Marketing Symposium
February 21, 2019
Luxe Sunset Blvd. Hotel, Los Angeles
This meeting will examine how successful brands
use data analytics for marketing insight and
effectiveness.

At DEG’s Fall Membership Meeting on Creative Collaboration with China: (L. to
R.) Bill Sondheim, Cinedigm; Bill Mechanic, Pandemonium Films; Stewart Till, Till
Productions; Chris McGurk, Cinedigm; Sally Sun, China International Television
Corporation; Crystine Zhang, Shanghai Film & TV International; Maggie Miao,
Perfect World Pictures; Kaichen Li, Tencent Video; Liangliang Sheng, Tencent;
Doris Pfardrescher, Well Go USA; Bennett Pozil, EastWest Bank.
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Top-Notch Night
The enthusiasm was palpable at DEG’s 2019 Reception at CES, in new venue Marquee
DEG @CES

nightclub at Cosmopolitan. DEG President & CEO Amy Jo Smith quickly delivered news
of DEG’s new DTC Alliance, designed to support and advocate for direct-to-consumer
media services of all sizes, and handed out DEG’s annual Achievement Awards (Page 6).
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Photo captions:
1. Fox out in force: (L. to R.) John Penney, Keith Feldman,
Danny Kaye, Mike Dunn (DEG Ex-officio) and former colleague Dean Hallett.

4

2. DEG’s Amy Jo Smith welcomed Xperi/DTS’s Kevin Doohan (L.) and Bill Neighbors.
3. Sonopress’s Richard Siao (L.) and Sven Deutschmann.
4. DEG Board Director Rick Hack of Intel (L.) brought
along Michael Smit of Ziva Dynamics.

8

9

5. Team LG: (L. to R.) Tim Alessi, of the DEG Board, Chris
DeMaria and John Taylor.

6. Repping the UHD Alliance: (L. to R.) Michael Hoog, Warner Bros.’ Telly Kim,
Heather Gioco and Mike Fidler.
7. NPD Group’s Tim Bush and Jodi Sally.
8. (L. to R.) Mark Sgriccia, of Lionsgate and DEG’s TechOps Committee, with Bill
Woods and Michael Sid of Mediamorph.
9. DEG Board Director Ron Schwartz (L.) of Lionsgate with Comcast’s Daniel Spinosa.
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10. Premiere Digital, party of five: (L. to R.) David Ragins, Clarion Capital; Steve
Rosenberg, Premiere Digital; Candice Taib, Apple; Premiere Digital’s Mark Lazar.
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Refined Cinematic Detail, Driven by a
Heritage of Audio Mastery
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Manufactured under license from IMAX Corporation. IMAX® is a registered trademark of IMAX
Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. All Rights Reserved. For DTS patents,
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and the Symbol together are registered trademarks or trademarks of DTS, Inc. in the United
States and/or other countries © DTS, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Your Content. Your Audience. Your Way.

Offering best in class digital supply chain and OTT/e-Commerce solutions.
24 Petabytes of managed content
89 audio languages and 68 subtitle languages
Manage and ingest content from 435 providers
More than 5M users streaming video
In excess of 20 petabytes of content streamed per month
Content Management System
Native App Development – mobile/console/smart TVs
Digital & physical product merchandising - in app/affiliate links
Full commerce – Digital and Physical Transactions
Immersive experiences with support for SVOD, TVOD, AVOD
Customer/user service portal

@SonyNMSInc
Sony New Media Solutions

Visit us at www.sonynms.com

Cover Story

Direct-to-Consumer
Advances
As DEG moves into 2019 with the goal of using the
newly formed DTC Alliance to support
direct-to-consumer media services of all sizes, we offer
this feature analysis by three leading industry minds
about near-term issues and prospects for
Direct-to-Consumer content delivery.
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“One of the biggest
challenges subscription
DTC providers face is
getting a consumer to
give the service a try.
Even the offer of a free
trial period may not be
enough if it entails
providing credit card
details. If a DTC provider
is to convert an interested
consumer into a viewer,
it could be time to think
outside the
pay-wall.”

The Shape of Bundles to Come
There is reason to believe viewer interests will remain
as broad in DTC as they are with traditional TV
By Colin Dixon

T

he battle to become an anchor tenant
in the entertainment bundle of most
people will intensify in 2019. When Disney and WarnerMedia join Netflix, Amazon
Prime Video, and Hulu, it will be even harder
for smaller direct-to-consumer (DTC) services to be seen by their intended audience.
Does that mean there isn’t room for them?
Far from it, though they might need to think
outside of the pay-wall box.
The shape and size of personal
bundles is anything but settled
There is much speculation about how
many subscription video services consumers will be comfortable maintaining.
Some analysts believe the number to be
three or four. If that is true, there may not
be room for any but the biggest SVOD
providers. However, an upcoming report
from nScreenMedia reveals that U.S.
SVOD subscribers already have that many
services, even before the Disney and WarnerMedia services have launched. Moreover, there is evidence that the number of

CuriosityStream makes some content available outside the pay-wall.
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subscriptions will continue to climb.
Penetration of SVOD services will soon
exceed 70 percent in the U.S. As well, there
were expected to be as many as 8 million
homes with vMVPD subscriptions by the
end of the 2018. Signs are people are using
their online TV services a lot: The average
Netflix home is streaming one hour and
15 minutes per day and the average Roku
active user is streaming two hours and 50
minutes per day. Online TV sources are
now so firmly embraced by viewers that 36
percent of pay TV customers say the main
way they watch TV and movies is via online
services, according to Ampere Analysis.
As viewers spend much more time watching online TV, they are sure to encounter
other video services. However, how many
are they likely to end up adding to their
personal entertainment bundle?
Past behavior guides future action
To get an idea for the total opportunity for
DTC services we can look at viewer past
behavior with traditional television. For
the last several years, the average number
of TV channels watched by viewers each
month has been around 20.
As well, consumers tell us that many of
the 20 channels they watch are well outside
the top general entertainment category
occupied by channels like ABC, HBO, and
TBS. When asked to pick the top 20 channels in an ideal TV bundle, U.S. consumers
certainly do pick the most popular general
entertainment channels. However, alongside them are more specialized channels.
For example, 10 percent of people selected
IFC and Game Show Network, and 5 percent opted to include niche channels like
Revolt and The Sportsman’s Channel.
There is every reason to believe viewer
interests will remain as broad as they are
with traditional television. In other words,
continued on pg 34
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Direct-to-Consumer
U.S. Platforms by
Content Focus 2017 - 2019

(includes anticipated launches of
Apple, Warner Media and Disney+)
Label format: Genre; number of platforms;
percentage of platforms

Who’s That Nipping at the
Heels of the “Big Three”?
Specialty players continue to grow in a landscape of
fewer launches, more major media company activity
By Kathi Chandler-Payatt

T

Platforms have been created to address a
range of tastes, from broad-appeal movie and TV services to more specialized
Western and British programmers.
Source: The NPD Group

he “Big Three” U.S. SVOD players
– Netflix, Hulu, and Amazon
Prime Video – receive a lot of
media attention for their original
runaway hits (The Handmaid’s Tale),
award-winning series (The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel) or meme-spurring
content (Bird Box). Once in a while,
news about a smaller player, such
as CBS All Access, will pop up, but
coverage of these niche platforms
remains sparse. Even so, the volume of
niche players is surprisingly hefty.
Although there is a tsunami of content available, the “Big Three” don’t fully
service the needs of all audiences and
some platforms have survived quite well
as minor fish faithfully providing specific
genres to smaller audiences.
There are 165 over-the-top (OTT) platforms operating in the U.S., not including
transactional video-on-demand (TVOD)
platforms or TV Everywhere platforms run
for MVPD subscribers (e.g., Go90). Many
of the niche players have famous parents:
Crunchyroll and VRV are run by Ellation
Studios, which is owned by Otter Media,
which is owned by AT&T-Time Warner, for
example.
Specialty fare provides longevity
Although the smaller players don’t have
tens of millions of subscribers, some have
served audiences for up to 10 years and
have subscriber bases that are growing,
albeit at a much slower rate than Netflix.
Platforms like Crunchyroll (launched
in 2008, the same year as Hulu), Acorn
TV (launched in 2011, the same year as
Amazon Prime Video) and CBS All Access
(launched in 2014) have successfully
carved out value propositions that compel

certain enthusiast groups to open their
wallets.
Platforms have risen to address a range
of tastes. Platforms offering only movies;
children’s content; sports; TV; or movies and
TV, make up nearly half of all services. The
next quartile is regional programming from
Asia and Latin America; news; lifestyle; music; unscripted and documentaries. The last
quartile is the long tail, which is not to say
that some of these aren’t robust services; it
just means there aren’t many of them, and
that could be a good thing. There are only
two British-focused services, Acorn TV and
Britbox, for example. Both Acorn TV and
Britbox are increasing their subscribers,
reaching 450,000 and 400,000 subscribers in
2018, respectively. AMC, which owns Acorn
TV and holds a minority interest in Britbox,
has identified a burgeoning audience that
will pay for specific content and seeks to
monopolize this genre with its two services.
New service launches slower
since 2015
Peak OTT frenzy didn’t occur until a few
years after bingeing became the new normal in 2011. SVOD platform launches doubled between 2014 and 2015, when several
linear content creators developed competitive offerings, including CBS News and
All Access, Urban Movie Channel (owned
by AMC), HBO Now, Showtime OTT, and
Tribeca Shortlist (owned by Lionsgate).
Relatively few services have shut down
(hence the 165 service total), but every year
after 2015 there has been a steep drop in
new platform launches.
There is now a more measured and calculated approach that relies on crunching
data to see what works and doesn’t work
continued on pg 34

Kathi Chandler-Payatt is the Executive Director, Entertainment Industry Analyst for the Media Entertainment Practice at The NPD Group. She previously
served at 20th Century FOX TV Distribution as the Executive Director of Worldwide Research and Analytics where she developed the Studio’s SVOD analytics
strategy.
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Two Media Giants, Two Approaches to DTC
Dissecting Disney’s closed, and AT&T’s more open, content strategies
Pro Forma Disney Content Distribution

By Michael Nathanson

T

he year 2018 will go down as the year
in which some of the largest traditional media companies started to show
their cards vis-a-vis their over-the-top
distribution strategies. With three largescale mergers (AT&T-TWX, Disney-Fox,
and Comcast-Sky) either complete or
nearing completion, we expect the market
to increasingly focus on the differences
in strategic approach and key subscriber
metrics of each new OTT product.
2018 will also be the year in which some
media companies (Disney) decided to
embrace a closed-end media system in
which they produce and distribute content
that is exclusively available on their own
closed networks. Disney has been very
public about its intention to launch the
recently named Disney+ at the end of
2019. Its pending acquisition of Fox will
create unrivaled scale in global TV and
film production, increased ownership of
Hulu, the leading linear and online media
presence in India – all the assets needed
to build global closed-end systems. In
the long run, after passing through some
initial early windows like broadcast or
theatrical release, Disney’s and Fox’s TV
and film production will likely be exclusively found domestically on the Disney+ and
Hulu services (above left).
Michael Nathanson is Founding
Partner and Senior Research
Analyst at MoffettNathanson.

WarnerMedia Content Distribution

In November, AT&T shared a different
DTC strategy. At its investor day, AT&T
announced a three-tiered DTC product,
launching in 4Q 2019, featuring an entry
tier of non-blockbuster movies, a premium
tier of premium and popular TV shows
and blockbuster movies, and a bundled
service that includes the first two tiers and
additional content genres. In the follow-up
Q&A session, the company said that it
would continue to license content to third
parties both in the U.S. and internationally.
AT&T also announced that it had
licensed Friends to Netflix on a non-exclusive basis, which means that the show can
go on the AT&T platform as well. In essence, AT&T is proposing a very different
structure than Disney and, at the moment,
unwilling to trade off the long-term value
of building a globally scaled DTC platform
for the continuation of short-term licensing
fees from traditional and SVOD partners
(above right).
AT&T’s strategy flies in the face of
the movement to closing off distribution
paths that started to take form back in
November 2015 when Fox and Time Warner
both suggested that they realized that the
checks they were cashing to make shortterm quarters were starting to endanger
the long-term health of the ecosystem.
What does the content landscape
look like?
Looking into 2019, we would expect that recent M&A activity will impact how off-network TV and Pay 1 film rights will be sold
and organized in the future. The differences
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in approach will mean that some companies like Disney will need to willingly forgo
licensing revenue in order to develop a
loss-making subscription business that will
only be worthwhile if fully scaled. On the
opposite side of the aisle, it does not sound
like WarnerMedia will willingly sacrifice
license fee revenue to build a fully-scaled
SVOD platform. We call that the “having
your cake and eating it too” strategy.
Going forward, we would expect that
only shows produced for the CW, CBS, and
the occasional independent studio show
that makes it onto a broadcast schedule
(like Sony’s Blacklist) will wind up on
Netflix.
Given the changes in control at Hulu
and the consolidation of Fox’s and Disney’s
TV studios, we wonder if Hulu will be looking to add any more non-partner shows to
its platform in the coming years. Furthermore, with AT&T’s interest in launching
its own WarnerMedia-infused SVOD
service in 2019, we wonder if Warner Bros.
changes its content licensing strategy to
shift new shows away from Hulu (where
it currently owns 10 percent) and into that
new service.
Where does this leave Netflix?
It is clear that Fox and Disney are taking
a very different approach than WarnerMedia when it comes to licensing content
to SVOD competitors. Truth be told, the
WarnerMedia approach, if it doesn’t
change in the coming year, continues the
frenemy strategy that Netflix has exploited
so well. n

Direct-to-Consumer
continued from pg 30
when creating smarter content catalogs.
When comparing the past three years
to the past twenty years, new platforms
are choosing not to have mixed revenue
models (i.e., AVOD and SVOD, or SVOD
and FVOD) and more are choosing to be
SVOD-only, in order to lock in subscribers.
While the “Big Three” have the budgets
to license Hollywood blockbusters and
give top showrunners first-look deals,
there is still room for other services to
specialize. The 23 specialized services
launched since 2017 or expected to launch
this year are backed by companies with
deep pockets. Even if we remove the four
that haven’t launched (WarnerMedia,
Apple, Disney+, NBCU), we are left with 19
services, more than half of which are from
major media companies, including AMC,
CBS, Fox and Lionsgate.
The landscape is changing where historically dominant content owners launch
niche services, effectively creating a pay
TV channel strategy. The result is that
consumers are ultimately getting what
they’ve asked for: namely, to select and
pay only for the content they want, which
means platforms will capture higher profit
margins than they could have in linear
arrangements. n

Percentage of New Platforms Launched in the U.S. per Year
*does not include TVOD-only services or TV Everywhere

Even with a steep drop in new platform launches since 2015, relatively few have shut down.

Adoption
of the
SVOD-only
model is
on the upswing.

Evolution of U.S. OTT Platforms by
Revenue Model

continued from pg 28
we should expect the number of online
video services consumers interact with
on a monthly basis to be between 10 and
20, with consumers using some services
directly and some through aggregators like
Amazon Channels and VRV.
With consumers using so many services
and displaying such diverse interests,
there are plenty of opportunities for smaller services to be found and embraced
by them. That said, expecting viewers to
subscribe to 10 or more individual services
may not be realistic.
One business model not enough
One of the biggest challenges subscription
DTC providers face is getting a consumer
to give the service a try. Even the offer of
a free trial period may not be enough if it
entails providing credit card details. If a
DTC provider is to convert an interested
consumer into a viewer, it could be time to

think outside the pay-wall. That’s exactly
what CuriosityStream did in August 2018.
Since CuriosityStream’s launch in
2015, the company has been a pure SVOD
service, charging $6.99 a month for access
to its extensive factual programming
library. In August 2018 that model changed.
According to CuriosityStream’s Chief Marketing Office Adeline Cassin, the company
adopted a new “pricing for the planet”
model. It slashed its monthly subscription
to $2.99 a month and made a range of
quality content available for free, outside of
the pay-wall.
Using the model, CuriosityStream
reasoned, it can become part of a consumer’s monthly viewing without requiring a

commitment. Moreover, once a consumer becomes a regular viewer, CuriosityStream can work on converting them to
subscribers.
Becoming part of personal
entertainment bundles
The future looks encouraging for smaller
DTC services. As consumers migrate
more of their viewing online, they will
expand the number of video services they
use each month. However, to maximize
the chance that as many people adopt
a DTC service as possible, providers
must think outside the pay-wall. Ad and
sponsorship models could be the key to
securing a slot in a consumer’s entertainment bundle. n

Colin Dixon is Chief Analyst and Founder of nScreenMedia, a site he
created as a resource for the digital media industry as it transitions to
the new infrastructure for multi-screen delivery. He previously was an
analyst and partner at The Diffusion Group.
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All I Want for Christmas is 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray
Marketing Committee teams with BDA for social media push

F

or the 2018 holidays, DEG’s Marketing
Committee cooperated with the Blu-ray
Disc Association (BDA) on a paid social
media campaign in support of Ultra HD Blu-ray
players and 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray Disc movies.
Through social media agency Digital Media
Management, BDA and DEG enlisted four
media- and tech-savvy influencers with a total
of more than 3.5 million Instagram followers
combined – Jenna Ezarik, Justine Ezarik, Olya
Hill and David Lopez – to post video testimonials about 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray as a premium
viewing experience and one-of-a-kind product.

Marketing
Victor Matsuda, President of BDA and VP, Visual
Entertainment Project Office, Sony Corp. of America. “The social media Influencer campaign was
developed to help increase the momentum during
this year’s Holiday season. We engaged Influencers that have strong followings from key target
groups, and we are very happy with the enthusiastic response and engagement from the consumers
reached with this effort.”

In the works
In an effort to drive more digital transactions,
DEG’s Marketing Committee is exploring ways
to expand the digital consumer base. The
industry embraces the digital migration
and wants to encourage movie lovers to
continue to transact with VOD or EST
transactions. The Committee is exploring
how to capture physical consumers as they
transition across the digital continuum before they shift entirely to subscription services. Increasingly, consumers are entering
the transactional digital ecosystem through
VOD and studies have shown that VOD is a
gateway to EST. It is estimated that these
new digital consumers could potentially
grow their EST spend from 65 percent to 75
percent.
In 2018, the group commissioned
consumer research focused on expanding
the digital consumer base through VOD.
Influencer David Lopez shows followers a 4K Ultra HD
In-depth interviews with consumers who
Blu-ray prize package worth more than $400.
rarely or never use transactional VOD or
purchase digital movies showed that most of
Followers of the four influencers were
these price-sensitive consumers are open to using
encouraged to share the videos and enter a
VOD and EST in the near-term, although they cursweepstakes for an opportunity to win an Ultra
rently lack a clear understanding of the benefits of
HD BD player and collection of eight movies
transactional models.
on 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray Disc – a prize package
Based on this research, the Committee is now
valued at more than $400.
evaluating messaging options.
This highly successful campaign generatThe Committee will meet with digital service
ed more than 2.2 million impressions with an
providers in the first quarter of 2019 to determine
above-industry-average engagement rate of
what messages make the most sense for each
more than 7.5 percent.
platform. It is considering a possible social media
“Ultra HD Blu-ray hardware and movie
campaign to potential digital consumers in the
sales continue to experience strong growth
second half of the year. n
as the perfect partner for 4K UHD TVs,” said
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DEG Partners With MovieLabs,
EMA for Digital Supply Chain Alliance
New alignment updates supply chain specs for international distribution

O

n the TechOps front, 2018 marked the
diverse membership collaborating on stanbeginning of a new, closer alignment
dards and timelines for adoption, rather than
between DEG, the Entertainment
furthering operational agendas of specific
Merchants Association (EMA) and Movielabs,
organizations,” said Mark Sgriccia, VP Conwhich in July formed the Digital Supply Chain
tent Operations & Strategy for Lionsgate and
Alliance (DSCA) with the goal of bringing
Co-Chair of DEG’s Technology and Operations
Willie Gillespie,
Mark Sgriccia,
the members of all three groups together
Committee. “This provides a great forum for
Lionsgate
NBCUniversal
to strengthen the links in the Digital Supply
the DEG’s content providers to screen proposChain.
als for supply chain best practices.”
DSCA represents a close alignment of the three groups within a
By year’s end, the DSCA, together with member studios, renew framework designed to improve efficiency, standards adoptailers, and service providers, had jointly developed and reviewed
tion and sharing of best practices for the digital
four updated supply chain specifications for digital
supply chain. A Digital Supply Chain Steering
distribution of film and TV. The new updates are
THE DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT GROUP
®
Committee was also established – under the
designed to expand support for international disstewardship of DEG’s John Powers, EMA’s Eric
tribution to ensure all territories receive the right
Hanson and Movielabs’ Craig Seidel – to provide
content and facilitate more sophisticated business
oversight, guidance and direction for the comengagement and improved automation among parbined efforts.
ticipants in the digital supply chain.
The DSCA accomplishes its objectives
“The Digital Supply Chain Alliance was created
through the efforts of working groups that meet
to allow us as an industry to move faster and more
on a regular basis to develop standards and best
efficiently towards standards adoption industrypractices for content providers and service prowide,” said John Powers, Executive Director, DEG.
viders. DSCA currently oversees seven working
“We are happy to demonstrate, with the release of
groups: Avails; Metadata; Asset Ordering; QC
these first specs, that this is successfully happenNomenclature; Ratings; SVOD Rights Commuing. This is a meaningful step in keeping up with the
nication and Education. In addition, DSCA holds
pace of change in digital distribution.”
bi-annual conferences to update the broader
The updated documents include two comprecommunity on progress and new developments in the supply chain.    hensive specifications developed over many years and two more
“The value of the DSCA as a unified consortium lies in its
targeted specifications for “core” requirements and use cases.
Outside the DSCA framework, TechOps Committee leaders
will
for the second year participate in DEG’s European Road
Digital Supply Chain Steering
Show, meeting with member companies in Hamburg, London and
Committee Leads
Paris. In 2018, committee leaders, including Sgriccia, emphasized the importance of automation and identifiers (e.g. ALID,
EIDR, Content ID) to ensure a seamless storefront experience for
consumers.
“Our goal is to promote the value to your business from implementing automation and moving to industry standards while becoming a resource to our international counterparts and share the
best practices we’ve created as we overcome issues,” said Willie
Gillespie, VP TV Distribution for NBCUniversal and Co-Chair, with
John Powers,
Craig Seidel,
Eric Hanson,
Sgriccia, of DEG’s Technology and Operations Committee. n
DEG
MovieLabs
EMA

DEG
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